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Contact Details 
  
Club office:  
 Telephone:  04-939-4167 
 Fax:  04-939-4168 
 Office open: 
  Mon & Fri 930am-6pm 
  Tue: sometimes 
   Weds & Thur 10am-2pm 
 Email address: 
   admin@ebymbc.org.nz  
 Web Page:    
  www.ebymbc.org.nz 
 
Postal address:  
  PO Box 14-496, 

   Kilbirnie,   
   Wellington 6241 
 

Physical address:  
   501 Evans Bay Parade,  

  Kilbirnie,  
  Wellington 6021 

 
Slip master / Bookings           

   04-939-4169 
 

Clubhouse (members) phone 
   04-939-4170 

 
Management committee contact 

details are on Page 11. 
 

The Spinnaker is produced 
quarterly, contributions (written 
and photographic) are welcome. 
 Editor:  Gavin Pascoe 
  027 309 8936 
  gavin.pascoe@gmail.com 

 
Black & White Advertising 
 Business card size $30 
 Quarter page $50 
 Half page $100 
 Full page $150 
Bulk orders placed in advance:  
 20% discount for 2 ads 
 25% discount for 3-5 ads 
 30% discount for annual 

contract. 
Colour printing is the same for 

business card or quarter 
page, but for anything larger 
is $220 for one issue or $800 
for a year. 

 
The Spinnaker is printed by 

AdPrint 
 60 Cambridge Terrace 
 04-384-2844 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
From the Commodore 
 

Another few months have rolled by and it is great to see 
the Club is so busy, not just with our own 
 activities, but our affiliated members are all  
making good use of our facilities too.  There has 
been something happening every day of the 
week which just shows what a great community 
centre we have become.   
  
Members of Mancom have continued to meet 
with our affiliated members and this month we 
have met with the Wellington Kayak and Kneeboard 
Club and Lyall Bay Surf Life Saving Club to understand their needs and how they can be 
accommodated alongside our own requirements.  Discussions with both are ongoing.    
  
In this edition of the Spinnaker, I believe two affiliates have contributed articles.  I have 
seen the article from members of TRIYA and believe it’s a must read for everyone – 
truly inspiring.  I trust that all their practice augurs well for them in the upcoming 420 
Nationals to be held at the Club this weekend.  The other article is from Sailability who 
have recently completed their Nationals at Lowry Bay, another of their venues around 
Wellington.  In the last Spinnaker, the Kayak Club mentioned they were off to their 
Nationals.  Congratulations to them as everyone who entered achieved a podium 
position! 
  
From a Club perspective, the next round of Learn to Sail classes, for both Adults and 
Youth, and Time on the Water sessions have kicked off and are keeping the Academy 
volunteers busy during the week.  The weather hasn’t always played ball, but the 
enthusiasm continues unabated.  And of course, we have the regular club racing on 
Saturdays. 
  
As usual March is a busy month for the Club with the Secondary Schools team racing, 
420 and Skiff (Bic) Nationals, and our own Club regatta all scheduled.  It goes without 
saying that if you would like to help with race management or food preparation, we 
always welcome that extra pair of hands.  Please let us know.  We also have another 
jazz session booked for the Sunday evening of our regatta weekend, so plenty to look 
forward to. 
  
Over the last few months, we have been running a survey for members. We had a great 
response, so thanks to everyone who contributed. If you missed out feel free to talk to 
any Mancom member or send us an email with ideas. We are still working through all 
this information so unfortunately, I don’t have much further to report at this stage. 
However, we did discuss a number of related topics at this month’s Mancom including: 
 

• Our concerns regarding the dwindling participation of our trailer yacht fleet in 
club racing.  We will continue to focus on this issue over coming months and 
welcome any thoughts.   

• Agreement to investigate the options for some further security cameras. 
These can only act as a deterrent and we would like to remind members that 
they should look after their possessions and not leave anything of value 
unattended, particularly in the changing rooms. 

• Possible topics for training sessions for members and options for running 
some boat maintenance lessons 

• The development of a funding proposal for the Sailing Academy 
  
Happy Boating 
  
Regards 
Jane 

  

 

 

mailto:admin@ebymbc.org.nz
http://www.ebymbc.org.nz/
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420s changed my thinking and that changed my life 
 

By Amelia Peel 
 

 

Late 2017 was my first time ever in the 420 class, my coach at the time and his brother introduced me and 

my peers to them, I remember trying on the trapeze harness and thinking this could be the most 

uncomfortable contraption I have ever worn in my life; but I didn’t care because I was so excited to try 

something other than an optimist, P or starling. We went out, upwind heading towards mana island following 

the suns beam against the water. My coach and friends were trailing behind us In the rib cheering us on as if 

hanging off the side of the boat was an extraordinarily difficult task, there’s not much else I remember from 

that first sail, but I do remember the speed, and it was fast. I thought to myself finally. I remember knowing 

from that day on I knew that if I was going to continue sailing, I needed to get myself out of Ps and into 

420s. Our coach left soon after that which put the “420 dream” on hold for a while, at this point we only 

trained in our Ps during the summer time, so winter pasted and summer began again, my friends decided 

against doing another season of Ps as they grew tired of the same thing they stopped sailing all together. But 

I was still set on getting myself in the 420s again, at this point it was October 2018, which is also the time 

my current crew (Bri) and I became close friends at our school. 

 

She talked about how there is a 420 programme located at evens bay yacht club called TRIYA, she said I 

should sign up. At the time I knew if I didn’t take this opportunity it would be the end of not only 420 sailing 

but sailing in general. So I took the opportunity and signed up that same day, soon it was my first ever lesson 

I was SO nervous, partly because I knew nobody apart from Bri, I was at an entirely different yacht club 

located on the opposite side of wellington and everyone else there were already super close, plus the fact that 

I was also meeting my crew for the first time didn’t help, like at all. But as soon as I arrived (I arrived with 

Bri for moral support) I was welcomed by the brightest smiles and a very cheerful man named Phil Williams 

who would be my coach, then I was straight away introduced to my crew who so kindly sort of bowed and 

shook my hand Adam Williams (Phil and Adam are not related) so far everything was going well. Then after 

that Adam showed me our boat at the time he ran me through how to rig it which of course I was completely 

baffled by how complicated and unrelated everything seemed; the only thing I really remember from that run 

through is oddly to always put your kite sheets round the outside of everything, otherwise you will have to re 

rig them later which is a pain, very important kids. 

 

 Then came a very quintessential question for my current position in 420 sailing  Phil asked me “now, which 

would you prefer skippering or crewing” me trying to figure out in my head what the hell both of those 

words meant I replied “uh skippering.” He then explained what the positions meant thank god, which I 

concluded skippering meant the person steering and crewing the person on the wire. It was moderately 

windy that day, but I didn’t mind in the slightest because I was just so excited to get out on the water for the 

first time in months. And boy did we go fast, I’m pretty sure Adam thought I was afraid because the entire 

time I was just screaming because I was just so shocked by the speeds we were reaching, I later learnt that 

the reason for those speeds was because we were planning which is when the foils levitate sort of out of the 

water which makes the team on board especially the skipper feel as if the boat is “planning”. So from that 

day on I trained every Saturday with Phill and the other students at TRIYA. It quickly became the most 

highly anticipated and stressfulled part of my week. Months soon pasted and the summer holidays came and 

went, then the season began again in coordination with school starting. by this time i could confidently rig at 

least half the boat, sail upwind, downwind and even reach, I was also of course a pro at capsizing. 

 

But since the other students at TRIYA were in their third or fourth season sailing in the 420s, Phill had 

suggested that we all attend the 420 nationals held at Takapuna in mid-March of 2019. After a lot of 

conflicting opinions, I decided upon attending the 420 nationals not because I thought we would do well but 

because I knew it would be a great opportunity to learn and experience being in a larger fleet. So we went 

and we defiantly all learnt new things and improved a ton over the course of the regatta, but we also came 

almost dead last which was expected because we were the little ducklings of the fleet as my mum would call 
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it. After this regatta ended it was the end of the summer season at TRIYA, we had a month or two break 

between summer season and the winter season starting. but I had decided after the 420 nationals ended that It 

was defiantly time for a change in pace so I ended up beginning a new team with Bri the person who got me 

into 420s at TRIYA in the first place and we became a team. Which was obviously the most fantastical idea I 

have ever had, because we work more as a unit then just as two individuals in the same boat which is 

important, I’ve learnt to have in any team across any sport. 

 

So we began our journey together as “BEEL the revolution” this new partnership quickly gave me a new 

lease on sailing after the serious lull in motivation after the 420 nationals, one of my sailing mentors Peter 

Van Dam calls it “post AON or big regatta depression” were you do absolutely terrible and you fall into a 

lull or knock or motivation. But me and Bri helped each other out of that state and bounced back truly ready, 

to, rumble, since we had the experience of the regatta we now had a clear depiction of the amount of effort 

we were going to have to put in to our sailing if we wanted to go back to the nationals next year (now) and 

make the most of the event. So that’s exactly what we did we started learning more about 420s themselves 

we started asking more questions we started racing more often, we set small goals and slowly but surely, we 

started making small but valid improvements. 

 

fast forward to now January of 

2020, we have our own boat 

named Luna after Luna Lovegood 

from Harry Potter, because Luna 

is a bit curious and me and Bri are 

too, so we felt it was an accurate 

fit. We now have the flexibility to 

train as many days a week as we 

want owning our own boat, which 

was the main purpose for 

acquiring “Luna” in the first 

place, since me and Bri have 

started training in Luna outside of 

the TRIYA timetable I should 

mention the constant shower of 

help and exemplary  kindness 

from members of the club which 

is heart-warming to see peoples 

support for youth sailors. 

 

As we grow closer and closer to the upcoming 420 nationals held at evens bay yacht club in mid-March of 

this year, excitement draws between members of the club as the weeks pass all eager to come down and 

support the youth attending the regatta, such as Bri and I or our TRIYA peers.  

 

Although I think overall weather we do moderately well at this upcoming nationals or we do absolutely 

terribly, it won’t matter in the slightest because in perspective I didn’t begin sailing 420s with competing at a 

national level in mind I began sailing 420s because of how it makes me feel, sailing in a double handed boat 

such as a 420 has taught me so far many lessons, but probably the most important being I thought I couldn’t 

do certain things because I simply wasn’t strong enough like righting a boat or lifting a mast or sailing in 

heavy winds  but it turns out it isn’t because I didn’t have the ability to do them its because I didn’t believe 

in me and my strength to perform such tasks. and that’s probably the most important takeaway I hope future 

“mes” will keep in mind after reading this and going into 420s, that this boat will push you to your limits and 

then it will push you a bit more and then it will take away every other choice you have apart from to find the 

belief and strength in yourself to perform the task at hand. But it will also provide you with extraordinary 

experiences and perspective winding lessons. So far, sailing an 420s has changed my way of thinking and 

that has changed my way of living.  
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The Biggest and the Best for Disabled Sailors 

Don Manning 

For the second time in five years, Sailability Wellington played host to around 60 sailors as they descended 

on Wellington for the annual HANSA National Championships. The event, which was held at Seaview 

Marina in late February, incorporated the Blind National Regatta and Ability Trophy for sailors with 

intellectual disabilities or brain injuries. The club, which sails from Evans Bay twice a week, also ran a race 

coach course and pre regatta race in the week leading up to the event.  

Most participants were affiliated with Sailability clubs across the North Island, but this years’ event also 

attracted first time participants from Sailability Nelson and Sailability Dubroyd (Sydney).  

Sailability is an international programme aimed at providing sailing opportunities to people with 

disabilities who would otherwise be excluded from the sport. Disabilities include sensory, intellectual and 

physical impairments; but to see the sailors out on the water, you would never guess the challenges they’ve 

overcome to enjoy their chosen sport. 

While some are capable of sailing solo or single-handedly, other sailors require support in the form of an 

additional crew member who may also have a disability or be able bodied. Additionally, sound buoys were 

used to assist visually-impaired sailors keep to the course, enabling them to sail single-handedly. 

Competitors raced in two classes of dingies – the HANSA 303s and Liberties, both of which have been 

designed specifically for people with disabilities. Only one servo-controlled vessel was entered into the 

regatta, which enabled the sailor to manoeuvre the vessel and sails using a button. 

Strong, gusty winds and choppy seas provided challenging conditions for the competitors. Apart from the 

Friday, which saw afternoon races cancelled on account of the conditions, participants raced in six races 

each day. 

Racing was tight, providing the opportunity for some good strategic sailing for the more experienced 

participants. 

"Everybody said it was a wonderful weekend, the best Hansa regatta ever, and it was certainly the biggest," 

Sailability Wellington spokesperson Don Manning said. "It was an incredibly successful regatta and a big 

thanks to all the volunteers and officials. 

 

Photo: Peter Jackson  - Blind skipper, Sarah Plunket with crew John Sanderson of Sydney in the two person class 
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Final standings from the Hansa national championships in Wellington: 

303 singles: Paulien Chamberlain (Tauranga), Darrell Smith (Wellington), David Allerton (Taranaki) 

303 doubles: Sue Morris / Chris Sharp (Northland), Sarah Plunket / John Sanderson (Sydney), Laura Stuart / 

Brent Porter (Wellington) 

Liberty: Tony Vaka (Auckland), Darrell Smith (Wellington), Tom Scott (Tauranga) 

Blind singles: Paulien Chamberlain (Tauranga), David Allerton (Taranaki), Dave Parker (Rotorua) 

Blind doubles (B1) (sailed with sighted companion crew): Toby Ireland (Wellington), Stuart Nichols 

(Wellington) 

Blind doubles (B2) (sailed with sighted companion crew): Sarah Plunket (Sydney), Christina Jessop 

(Tauranga), Natalie Fraser (Wellington) 

Kiwi Cup: Tony Vaka (Auckland),  Paulien Chamberlain (Tauranga),  Darrell Smith (Wellington) 

Ability Trophy: Sue Morris (Northland), Matthew Henderson (Wellington), Caleb Evans (Tauranga) 

 

 
Photo: Peter Jackson 
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From The Academy & Youth Sailing Desk 
 
David Nalder 
Sailing Academy Officer & Youth Sailing Coordinator 
 

Busy times for the academy committee and helpers currently!  At time of writing we are nearing the end of 

three six-week adult learn-to-sail courses that have been running concurrently, on Monday and Thursday 

evenings and Sunday mornings.  Added to that we ran a ten-student children’s learn-to-sail 5-day block 

course in early February; these courses combined have meant 28 new sailing members actively participating 

- hopefully we can entice a good percentage of them to carry on! 

 

The adult courses have had a bit of a mixed bag weather-wise (as you’d expect in this fine clean-air breezy 

city we live in!) but they have been progressing well and indications from the respective coaches are that 

there is a great deal of enthusiasm amongst the ranks.  These adult graduates will be presented their 

certificates at the jazz afternoon/club regatta prize giving Sunday March 15th (sorry if this has already 

happened by the time you read this), so let’s all give them a warm welcome and plenty of encouragement to 

stay involved! 

 

Our children’s course in February was blessed with exceptionally good weather, with 4 sessions out of 5 

being on warm sunny days with light winds - all but the Saturday morning session perfect!  9 lively similarly 

aged lads (out of ten students total) challenged the patience of the lead coach (me!) at times - said coach was 

very appreciative of the good weather as this was not a group that suited being stuck in the classroom!  But 

some awesome sailing was had, with around half the class now partaking in Saturday morning follow-on 

sailing - the other half all play on Saturday mornings that funny game where a whole lot of people stand 

around in white clothes on a field hoping that one of the [ep[;e with a bat in the middle of the field hits the 

ball in their direction!  Oh and someone gets to bowl the ball sometimes…  (Sorry cricket fans!)  

 

There has also been numerous adult 

‘time on the water’ sessions run on 

some of the lovely evenings we have 

been having - these sessions give 

those who have completed learn-to-

sail who are not yet up to racing or are 

not interested in racing an opportunity 

to get out on the water and keep 

developing their skills.   

 

Thanks as always to the many coaches 

and helpers that have made all these 

events possible; the club is only as 

good as its volunteers - from 

children’s LTS to Saturday morning 

youth sailing to adult LTS to time on 

the water sessions; the help and 

support is hugely appreciated and 

vital to the club being able to facilitate 

sailing for so many ‘newbies’.  

 

 

We look forward now to the Open Skiff/420 regattas, and the club regatta where we will hopefully see a 

number of our new academy members involved in some form! 

 

 

Class of Summer 2020 and coaches/helpers.  Kamran 
(centre front in grey top) doesn't like to see where he's 
going when sailing, Nadia (next to Kamran in blue top) 
likes to look backward, and Ben (red cap to left of 
picture) always likes to take a cuppa out with him. 
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